WEB CHECKS
accept check payments on your web site

EFT Network’s Web Checks is the alternative payment option to high discount rates and transaction fees associated with credit/debit card payments. Many businesses are losing profitability due to these type of credit/debit card fees. Expand your payment acceptance and offer your consumers Web Checks.

You can easily accept and process check payments on your web site. There, consumers will have the ability to make payments conveniently and securely 24/7 anytime, anywhere.

Web Checks is designed to meet the needs of businesses of every size, type and can easily be configured based on what you need. Simply define what payment fields you need, select them and integrate it on your site. Web Checks is completely automated. No ongoing maintenance or third party portals required.

Benefits for your Business:
• New payment vehicle to increase your payment opportunity
• Easy and convenient
• Reduce credit/debit card transaction fees
• Efficient payment system

preferred Web Check Payment system.
Ease & Convenience
Respond to consumer demands by offering convenient payments.

Customize
Define what payment fields you need.

Simple Set Up
We work with your web developer to integrate payment fields on your web site.

Payment Confirmation
Receive online payment confirmation/receipt.

View Payments
24/7 access to view reports and payment history.

Electronic Transactions
As an electronic item, receive payments and advice on returns faster.
WEB CHECKS

How Easy Is It?

1. Use a valid check and begin to enter payment information.

2. Enter mandatory fields such as, amount, ID#, bank routing and account number.

3. Select <I Agree, Submit> to proceed with payment.

4. Receive online payment confirmation/receipt.

To view a demo
Visit: www.webbcheck.com

Faster access to cash and fewer trips to the bank.

You should know your bank - but you can certainly cut down on your visits. We know that you need to work as efficiently as possible, and driving to the bank to make deposits can get very expensive and just isn’t a productive use of time. That’s why we recommend that you expand your payment acceptance. Offer Web Checks to allow consumers to pay by check on your web site when it’s convenient for them - anytime, anywhere. It’s easy, secure and efficient.

About EFT Network, Inc.

EFT Network, Inc., a privately-held company since 1998, provides ACH and Check Payment Processing services to businesses of every size and type. EFT Network can help you transition from traditional paper-based payment and billing to electronic solutions. As one of the largest ACH and check processors, EFT Network processes and clears billions of dollars in electronic and paper transactions each year through our web based payment processing system.